The mission of UC San Diego Extension is to serve the critical lifelong learning and skill development needs of individuals, organizations and the community. We do this through continuing education, certificate and degree-related programs; community initiatives that support economic and social development; and a wide array of public-service lectures, forums and special events delivered both on and off campus and through print, internet, radio and television.

OUR CONNECTION WITH UC SAN DIEGO
As the continuing education and public programs arm of the university, UC San Diego Extension educates over 20,000 enrollees a year across 4,000+ courses.

We provide a platform to share the university’s research and knowledge through our practical educational programs.

COLLABORATING WITH THE SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY
We believe social and economic prosperity comes from fusing the collective knowledge of academic, community and industry leaders.

With quality of life essential to a thriving region, our programs are designed to contribute to San Diego’s civic and cultural dialogue.

PARTNERING WITH INDUSTRY INNOVATORS
We work with business leaders to determine the most in-demand skills, global economic trends and workplace expectations. Using this research as a guiding principle, we integrate this knowledge into our coursework so our students can thrive and succeed.
BY THE NUMBERS*

93% Course Satisfaction
93% Instructor Satisfaction
95% Extension Satisfaction

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

We are serious about lifelong learning. From career advancement to personal enrichment—our programs span the educational needs of K-12 students, older adults and everyone in between. Choose from in-class or online formats to best fit your needs.

Get details and see all courses at extension.ucsd.edu.

CUSTOM PROGRAMES DELIVERED TO YOUR WORKPLACE | UC San Diego Extension can tailor any course for your company’s specific needs—the fastest and most convenient way for your employees to grow their skill sets and learn about industry best practices.

To inquire, email corped@ucsd.edu.

VETERANS’ EDUCATION BENEFITS | For those that qualify, veterans’ education benefits may help pay for your education at UC San Diego Extension. Eligibility applies to approved certificate or study programs.

For more information, email unex-veterans@ucsd.edu.

La Jolla Campus
9600 N. Torrey Pines Road
La Jolla, CA 92037
(858) 534-3400

University City Center
6256 Greenwich Drive
San Diego, CA 92122
(858) 534-3400